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Company-University Research Collaboration
(Last year’s talk  Why collaborate?)

For a company, should we participate in collaborative
research with universities? Absolutely yes!
What’s the Value?
• Synergy

– new & novel research results

• Contacts

– recruit professors & students

• Global reputation – partner with well-known universities
or well-known companies

Making it happen:
• Strategy

– through coordination!
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Company-University Research Collaboration
(How to organize collaboration)

What to do?
• Identify goals for collaboration to set expectations
(technology/reputation/talent/tax benefits)

• Pick the right partners

• Use the appropriate funding models
(grants/contracts/consortiums/other)

• Set expectations for both sides of the relationship
 Non-disclosure agreements (sometimes)
 Open source (sometimes)

• Track collaboration relationships & results

Beware of:
• Wasteful partnerships; intellectual property issues
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Collaboration models
Some options for structuring the interactions:
Visits, lectures, seminars

Research consortia/centers

Internships, fellowships,
sabbaticals

Research contracts

Expert consulting

Hackathons – intense
engagement of students
in practical problems

Equipment donations

Incubators – corporate funding
for university spinoff companies
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Planning and managing collaborations
• “How to collaborate” depends on context:

 Goals of the collaboration and source of funding

Example 1. A corporate engineering
organization wants to sponsor a specific
technical research program
• specific research goals and with central
corporate funding

Example 2. Corporate executives want to
establish a philanthropic program
• promotes the high-tech image of the
company
• get some tax benefit
• central corporate funding, but no direct
technical benefits to the company
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Example 3. A single
corporate business unit
wants to bring in
consulting help from
university staff – funding
is from the business unit
(a limited year-to-year
program), and the
research goals are tied to
a specific product line
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Planning and managing collaborations
• There are a lot of variations… many possible
collaboration models:
 How to analyze??
 We need to be able to “abstract away” some of the
details
 One way to start the analysis: build a use case model
Use Case model =
• List of Actors (the roles of the people or
things that interact)
• List of Goals (the titles of the use cases)
• Groups of scenarios for each use case –
includes alternatives and failures
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How to describe the collaboration process
• It is a step-by-step process, with options and variations
• Use Cases: a simple scenario-based modeling method





Describe the “actors” (participants)
Identify the “goals” of some of the actors
Show a step-by-step scenario, focus on the interactions
Include some “alternative steps” in the scenarios
Use Cases became a popular informal
modeling approach in the late 1990s
• Software requirements modeling
• Business process modeling

Benefits:
• Easy to learn, easy to read the models
• Emphasis on the most common situations
Writing Effective Use Cases by Alistair Cockburn, Addison-Wesley, 2001
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Actors
What are the “roles” that are involved in establishing and managing a
collaboration relationship?
Company

University

Company
R&D Architect
executive manager

Collaboration
manager

R&D staff
members

Tech transfer
agents

University
alumni

HR mgrs, corporate lawyers,
finance mgrs

Research collaboration
leader (PI)

Research collaborators
(faculty, staff, students)

Collaboration governance
managers (university lawyers,
contract managers, dept heads, deans)

• Some of the actors have specific goals (triggering
one or more use cases)
• Other actors are participants in the interactions
• A few are “off stage actors”
©2017 Steven Fraser and Dennis Mancl
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Example use case
Use Case 1. Company driven project based partnership
• Trigger: a company tactical decision to fund a specific research effort
1

We need a
collaboration!

5

RFP
(Request for
Proposals)

R&D Architect Executive
manager
2

I can set
it up!

Research
collaborators
(faculty, staff,
students)

4
3

I can write a
proposal!

We can help
write the
RFP!

Collaboration
manager

Company

We can add
details!

R&D staff
members

Research
collaboration
leader (PI)

University
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Example use case
Use Case 2. Negotiating a collaboration contract
• We need to refine a “proposal” to a well-defined Statement of Work
I need this
framework next
quarter!

We want to write
a paper for ICSE
next year!

Budget,
budget!

R&D
manager

Executive

Collaboration
manager

We will fund framework
research, but we want a
free license!
advice and
oversight

HR mgrs, Corporate lawyers,
Collaboration mgrs, Finance mgrs

Company

Research
collaborators

Note: Inputs to planning the
SOW may arrive in any order
OK. Will you buy
us a new
integration server?

Statement of
Work (SOW) /
Agile work plan

University
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Research
collaboration
leader (PI)

advice and
oversight
Collaboration governance
(university lawyers, contract and
philanthropy mgrs, dept heads, deans)
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Example use case
Use Case 3. Company driven collaboration program (multiple participants)
• Trigger: a company decision to fund a wide-ranging collaboration program
1

4

We will
sponsor a
gift program

2

Executive

Collaboration
manager

We can
help!

5

We choose
the best
proposals

I can set up
the RFP!

RFP

Selection
Criteria

Selection
committee

How much
money can we
spend??
Univ Prop #N is
best; but Univ
Prop #1 is also
good

3

Research
collaborators

I’ll write a
proposal!
Research collaboration
leader (PI)

University Proposal #1
4

We can
help!
3

Research
collaborators

I’ll write a great
proposal!
Research collaboration
leader (PI)

University Proposal #N

Company
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Failure scenarios
• The basic use case scenarios are usually written “in the
positive” – everything is successful
• Of course, in the real world, some of the steps might fail

 A fully-defined use case defines the most important failures, and
how to recover or fail gracefully

We receive either no proposals or
superficial proposals for our RFP
• Keep the proposal process
lightweight
• Don’t just publish the RFP,
socialize it through personal
interactions, conferences,
seminars…

Contract impasse – can’t agree on a Statement
of Work
• Be flexible – a university contract should be
simpler than for a corporate supply chain
partner
• Use an agile approach to project planning –
initial set of objectives, adjust based on
intermediate research results
• Consider the simplicity of philanthropic
gifts rather than the complexity of research
contracts
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Conclusions
• Collaborations need to be strategic
 Choose the right partners, right collaboration models
 Track the results – make sure that both sides are
getting value

• Use cases show the roles and typical scenarios:
 Soliciting proposals, negotiating the work program

• Both sides get benefits:
 Companies: ideas from academia,
contacts/recruiting, reputation
 Universities: money, contacts, real-world problems
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A more complete use case model:
• http://manclswx.com/papers/collab_ucs.html
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